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THE WHAT, WHY,
AND HOW OF

LITERATURE CIRCLES

“Here in the Midwest, our closely knit team of teachers has been devel-
oping one version of literature circles for almost fifteen years.… Do we
think our model is better? Certainly not. We are genuinely impressed by
the diverse ways that other teachers around the country have created
and supported literature discussion groups.” (Daniels, 2002)

The first time I saw Harvey Daniels speak was in a large conference room
in Wheaton, Illinois. His discussion centered of the nature of reading and how
it should develop a sense of the human condition. The teachers I remember
most are those who had the ability and courage to tap into the things that
really move us: love, relationships, fears, pain, hopes, and dreams. Some teach-
ers, perhaps subconsciously, seem to have been taught to restrict, ignore, or
dismiss, the human element in their classrooms. I agree strongly with Daniels’s
position on the relationship between reading and the human spirit, “We’ve
asked kids to bottle up their responses, and in doing so we have blocked the
pathway that leads upward from responding to analyzing and evaluating”
(Daniels, 1994, p. 9). With mock humor and irony, Daniels correctly pointed
out that presently, “traditional school reading programs are virtually designed
to ensure that kids never voluntarily pick up a book once they graduate”
(p. 11.)

My father and I regard ourselves among those teachers who have followed
the 12 principles of Literature Circles for several years but have made their
own refinements and innovations. Literature Circles and Great Book Groups
have so much in common that some teachers regard them as a prelude to
Great Book Groups while others see them as complementary and still others
regard them as an alternative method of engaging all students, whatever their
ability, in authentic, active learning. However, all teachers agree that both
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methods, although distinctly different, have common immediate goals: to
develop independent and critical thinking and to increase student under-
standing and enjoyment of literature. Both methods also share the goal of
enabling students to become lifelong readers, and as a result, lifelong learners.

TWELVE PRINCIPLES

Two key concepts associated with Literature Circles are independent read-
ing and collaborative learning which were first developed by Becky Abraham
Searle. Today, her idea like Harvey Daniels’s, is being developed and adapted
with great enthusiasm throughout the country. So what are the characteristics
of a Literature Circle? Here is our version of the Twelve Principles that deter-
mine and guide these small-group discussions. 

� First, students choose their own reading. 

� Second, small, temporary groups (six to eight students) are formed
based on book choice. 

� Third, different groups read different books.

� Fourth, groups meet for discussion on a regular, predictable schedule. 

� Fifth, group members use written notes to guide both their reading and
discussion. 

� Sixth, discussion questions come from the students, not teachers or text-
books.

� Seventh, group meetings strive to become open, natural conversations
about books.

� Eighth, students take on a rotating assortment of role tasks.

� Ninth, the teacher does not lead or participate in group discussions, but
acts as a facilitator and observer. 

� Tenth, evaluation is by teacher observation and student self-evaluation.

�  Eleventh, a spirit of fun about reading pervades the room. 

� Twelfth, when books are finished, readers share with their classmates
and then new groups form around new reading choices.

Several of these principles need some elaboration. On the first principle of
letting children choose their own reading, some veteran English teachers may
gasp. However, I am not old enough to gasp but agree with Daniels’s conten-
tion that “you absolutely can not fall in love with a book that someone stuffs
down your throat” (Daniels, 1994, p. 19). In my classroom, students are
allowed to choose from the books that we have available or are easily obtain-
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able and meet in groups of six to eight with those who have chosen the same
book. 

The second principle, that groups form around book choice, is also vital. I
want to group kids the way they would naturally group themselves--out of a
common interest. I also realize that I may start off the class with every student
picking one book to read for themselves on their own with a regularly sched-
uled Friday for sustained silent reading, just to get them into the mode of read-
ing for pleasure on their own. Later, I get kids into Literature Circles with a
limited list of books from which they can choose and want to read in a group
setting. While there is an initial challenge in letting kids choosing their own
books and groups, this difficulty can soon be overcome by trial-and-error and
common sense.

The third principle, allowing kids to choose their books is important for
two reasons: it gives them the opportunity to assign reading to themselves as
adults do. By giving students the opportunity and practice of setting up their
own readings they take ownership. With practice and repetition it may con-
tinue even after they leave school. Second, choice is an integral part of literate
behavior. Being forced to read too often results in not reading at all—even
when one has the freedom to do so. On occasion, the entire class may read and
discuss the same book, short story, or play. In this situation, the class is divided
into three or four groups of six to eight students. 

The fourth principle is to have discussions on a regular predictable sched-
ule. As Daniels states, “literature circles require a consistent down payment of
time for training, but once they are installed in your portfolio of strategies,
they pay big dividends in the reading program all year long” (p. 21). At times,
my students meet in Literature Circles weekly, biweekly, or monthly.

The fifth principle that kids use written notes to guide both their reading
and discussion is essential for the success of the program. By using role sheets
(explanation to follow), students have time to respond to the reading before
discussion to be able to bring something specific to discussion. Instead of hav-
ing students fill in correct phrases or answers in workbooks, Literature Circles
allow students to reflect and write down their responses before discussion. In
this way they become genuinely active readers. In addition to preparing stu-
dents for discussion, notes gathered from these role-playing sheets also serve
as a staging area of ideas in the book that can be used by the group for a
follow-up project that summarizes main ideas and themes in creative ways:
book review, advertising posters, a “missing chapter,” or converting parts into
readers theater. As a result, students often interest other students in their book. 

Principle six that discussion questions come from the students, not teachers
or textbooks is the life-blood of this method of learning. Indeed, this may be
the most important feature of all: “After all, if kids never practice digging the
big ideas out of texts themselves and always have teachers doing it for them,
how can they ever achieve literary and intellectual independence?” (p. 23).
This condition should not be confused with permissiveness or letting kids do
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whatever they want. When kids are given the opportunity and the challenge
(thinking is difficult) to ask what is really bothering them, they begin to ask real
questions—those that they have no answer to at all or those that evoke several
answers but none of which entirely satisfy. Only real questions lead to an
increase in understanding and comprehension. Can we expect students to
write good prepared questions spontaneously? Not in our experience. Indeed,
some teachers have given up on Literature Circles because their students keep
writing factual, trivial, incoherent, or generic questions. (Are they not but imi-
tating the kinds of questions that have been so familiar to them in so much
previous reading instruction?)

To ensure productive discussions, teachers must teach mini-lessons on:
(1) The difference between factual, interpretive, and evaluation questions.
(2) How to formulate good, prepared questions during prediscussion that are
clear, specific, and capable of sustained discussion because they have multiple impli-
cations. (3) How to ask good, spontaneous, follow-up questions for clarification
(“Roger, what did you mean by ?), substantiation, (“Jennifer, what in the
story backs up your idea?”), and more opinion (“Mary, do you agree with John
that ?). Hence, the coleaders role is to begin discussion with prepared
questions and then to develop answers by asking spontaneous follow-ups to
move discussion along and to keep it focused on the story.

Principle seven, that discussions strive to be open, natural conversations
about books, does not mean put-downs, petty comments, bickering or inten-
tional digressions are acceptable. Student coleaders must be taught to deal
with rude behavior and to avoid digressions to keep the focus on the book or
story. After all, the purpose of discussion, as in Great Book Groups, is to
increase understanding and enjoyment of the reading. 

Principle eight, that students play a rotating assortment of role tasks pro-
vides the structure for students to be free to examine their own responses.
Since a goal of this kind of discussion is to develop individual responsibility,
students must clearly understand the varied roles or tasks that they will
assume. These roles should be structured enough so the student is aware of
what he or she is to be doing but not so structured as to have a specific out-
come in mind. Open-endedness is crucial for lasting results. Daniels stresses
that the roles rotate so each student has an opportunity to approach the books
from different angles giving them chances to internalize the various perspec-
tives offered by each role. Incidentally, he also advises that once all the stu-
dents virtually have all of the different roles mastered or memorized that they
be phased out and lead into using solely their personal response logs (p. 25.)
However, the coleaders’ role to prepare and lead good interpretive questions
cannot be phased out.

Principle nine, that the teacher serves as a “facilitator and observer,” sounds
like a cliché but not for Daniels. In this setting, the teacher’s role is not didactic,
to dispense the “correct” interpretation or to correct answers, but to organize,
manage, and to handle the logistics. This involves collecting sets of good
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books, helping groups form, visiting and observing meetings, conferring with
kids or groups who struggle, orchestrating sharing sessions, keeping records,
making assessment notes, and collecting more books for them to read (p. 26.)

 Principle ten, evaluation both by teacher observation and student self-eval-
uation, implies that “covering material,” teaching specific “subskills,” or “being
sure that they get it” (that is, the “correct” interpretation) are all beside the
point. According to Daniels, “Literature circles necessitate high order assess-
ment of kids working at the whole thing, the complete, put-together out-
come—which, in this case, is joining in a thoughtful small-group conversation
about literature” (p. 27). Here authentic assessment by the teacher is through
postdiscussion critiques (when the teacher points out what was done well and
why and what needs improvement and how to do it), kid watching, narrative
observational logs, performance assessment, checklists, student conferences,
group interviews, video/audio taping and collecting materials produced in the
end of the book group project. Equally important, students are responsible for
writing a personal assessment of their own role(s) in the group, record keeping
and written summaries and/or resolutions to the discussion questions in brief
one-page essays.

Principle eleven, that a spirit of playfulness and fun pervade the room,
may be a red flag to some principals but not to me. I know the things I learned
the most from were almost universally the most fun. In my seventh grade
social studies class I was very much involved in the various projects and com-
petitions that made learning fun. In these literature circles I want to create a
sense that what they are doing is enjoyable. The fun parts are there. They get
to choose the books, thereby choosing the groups. They get to choose roles
that are varied and temporary. They get to talk with their friends about what
they are reading. They get to design their own “cool” end of the book project
that makes the book come alive for them. And then they get to change the
book and start all over again. 

The twelfth principle bears repeating. New groups form around new read-
ing material. There will be a constant mixing in the classroom with different
combinations of children being thrown together with each new book choice.
This, in effect, may break up groups that have become quite comfortable with
each other but I think it is in the best interest of the class to shuffle the groups
for developing important social skills and ultimately building a sense of com-
munity. Although some hail Literature Circles as a means of detracking, our
experience has been that ability grouping is as acceptable as heterogeneous
grouping. The issue ought not be that one kind of grouping is better than
another but rather accepting that some students function better in one kind of
group than another depending on that group’s choice of book. For example, some
students can handle the subtleties of a story like John Updike’s “Separating,”
while others would be mystified. On the other hand, some students may find a
story like Because of Winn-Dixie not much of a challenge because its meaning is
pretty transparent. But what can be done when students choose a book that is
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too hard or too easy for them? Daniels has two suggestions: the teacher has a
private reading conference with the student to select another book or to pro-
vide the help (an aide, peer helper, or parent to read parts aloud or even get-
ting the book on tape if possible) necessary for the student to achieve enough
understanding to be able to function in his or her group (p. 183).

THE FUNCTION OF ROLE SHEETS IN DISCUSSION

For many teachers who have implemented Literature Circles, five key roles
are required for success: Discussion Coleaders, Characters Captain, Passage
Master, Wordsmith, and a Connector. The Movie Critic’s role is optional, of
course, depending on the availability of a film version of the story and teacher
choice. To illustrate the importance and function of the first five roles, I spend 2
days modeling each task on a short selection (for example, Robert Frost’s “The
Road Not Taken” or a superb one-page story by William Spencer, “Bethgelert”)
that the entire class reads to make sure students understand what they will be
asked to do in their own groups (pp. 153-157). 

The job of the Discussion Coleaders is to develop a list of 10 questions for
group discussion about the section of the book that has been read prior to their
meeting. It is vital that the teacher explains, illustrates, and tests student’s
understanding about the difference between the three kinds of questions: fac-
tual, interpretive, and evaluation. Unless the Discussion Coleaders under-
standing that they are being asked to write and lead interpretive questions,
there can be no increase in understanding of the reading. Discussion dead-ends
when factual questions are raised since they have but one correct answer.
Questions of evaluation, those based on personal experience or values, are
raised by The Connector, not the Discussion Coleaders. 

We have also discovered that coleaders are preferable to a single leader
because two students provide more brain power to write good prepared ques-
tions, more listening power to ask related spontaneous follow-ups, and more
attention power to invite everyone to participate (more or less equally) by call-
ing on them by name and by keeping track on a seating chart. Most impor-
tantly, coleaders ask only questions during discussion. They do not comment on or
judge group responses to avoid turning discussion into an argument or a
debate. 

The Characters Captain� ������ ���� 	
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The job of the Passage Master is to locate two or three key passages of the
text that the person thinks the group would like to hear read aloud. The idea
here is to help people remember some interesting, powerful, funny, puzzling
or important section or sections of the text. The Passage Master’s role also
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involves reading the passage aloud to the group, explaining why it was cho-
sen, and what the group should look for related to it as the reading progresses
(p. 78.)

Each group should also have a Wordsmith who selects in advance several
especially important words that appeared in the reading. These words may be
puzzling or unfamiliar, or familiar words that stand out because they are often
repeated, used in an unusual way, or are key to the meaning of the text. For
example, in Jack Schaefer’s classic Western, Shane, the word “man” appears 122
times. In nearly every context, it means more than male.

The Connector’s role is to find connections between the book the group is
reading and the world outside. This means connecting the reading to their
own lives, to happenings at school or in the community, to similar events at
other times and places, or to other people or problems that the connector is
reminded of (p. 80). 

Finally, The Movie Critic’s (sometime) role is to develop a list of at least five
important differences between the movie and the original story. The discus-
sion here focuses on whether these changes improve or distort the author’s
story. In short, would the author agree with these changes? If so, why so? If
not, why not?

For teachers who first introduce their students to Literature Circles, a com-
mon concern is logistical. For example, a local middle school teacher has writ-
ten: “If I do writers workshop 4 days a week and literary circles every Friday
I’m concerned students may be too rushed, or there may be too much time in
between group meetings. As a result, at the outset I will allow more time for
training and practice until I’m certain they have the hang of it. Once the roles
are familiar and established, I think I can turn them over to developing read-
ing schedules that have them reading 4 days out of 5 and meeting with lots to
talk about on that Friday regarding their books. My final logistical concern is
the garnering of the books to be used for this project. I have a good number of
books at my disposal, however, I am sure I do not have enough. I think possi-
bly I can get parents to subsidize the cost of books if they could contribute a
few dollars for them. Also the PTA is very active and generous in the school
and perhaps they would be willing to contribute funds for book purchases. I
will see how that all goes as the year progresses.”
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PREPARING STUDENTS TO
PARTICIPATE IN LITERATURE CIRCLES:

SIX ROLE SHEETS

LESSON PLAN 1

1. Focus: When was the last time you discussed, really discussed,
a book or movie with a friend? Why did you want to
talk to someone about that book or movie? (Journal or
Response Log)

2. Objective: To understand the nature and requirements of six roles
that participants share in small-group discussions.

3. Purpose: To prepare students for six different role tasks that they
will be asked to perform at different moments during
discussion when they gather for a scheduled group
meeting.

4. Input and
4. Modeling:

First reading (oral): “The Fox and the Crow” Then
(Aesop) and Now (James Thurber, Fables for Our Time).

Second reading (silent): students make notations on
whatever is important, whatever they don’t under-
stand, whatever they like or dislike, agree or disagree
with, and on whatever is related—one part of the story
to another (connections).

5. Checking for 
4. Understanding:

Review directions on each of the six handouts: Charac-
ters Master, Discussion Coleaders, Passage Master,
WordSmith, Connector, and Movie Critic (when
needed).

6. Guided
4. Practice:

Divide the class into six small groups and assign each
group one of the six tasks.

7. Closure: Review each group’s work on each of the six roles. Extol
good models and make suggestions for those that need
improvement. 
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HANDOUTS FOR LITERATURE CIRCLES:
ROLE SHEETS

1. Characters Captain: lists the major characters in the story, gives a brief
description of his or her personality, and explains his or her relation-
ship to the other characters in the story.

2. Discussion Coleaders: prepares at least five interpretive questions
before discussion and asks spontaneous follow-up questions during
discussion. The leader also invites each member of the group to con-
tribute what he or she has prepared (passages, vocabulary, and connec-
tions).

3. Passage Master: selects and reads aloud two or three key passages from
the assigned reading, explains why that passage was chosen and then
raises questions about them (textual analysis).

4. Wordsmith: selects at least five important or unusual vocabulary words
and brings them up during discussion when related. 

5. Connector: prepares at least four questions of evaluation—two based
on personal experience and two based on personal values.

6. The Movie Critic’s role (when a film version is used to follow-up the
discussion of a text) is to develop a list of at least five important differ-
ences between the movie and the original story.
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DISCUSSION COLEADERS
HANDOUT

Name _____________________________________ Datel _____________________
Group ____________________________________ Classl ____________________
Author ___________________  Book/Story ________________________________

Discussion Coleader: Your job before meeting with your group is to prepare a
list of 10 good interpretive questions for discussion. (The best questions usually
come from your own thoughts, feelings, and concerns as you read the story.
Whenever possible, add a page reference that made you think of each ques-
tion.) Your task during discussion is to help your group reflect on, share, and
develop its own responses to the reading. You do this during discussion by
asking good spontaneous follow-up questions for clarification, substantiation,
and for more opinion. During discussion you should also invite each member
to contribute the part that he or she has prepared for discussion: important
passages, vocabulary, and connections.

Ten prepared interpretive questions for discussion:

1. _________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________________________

6. _________________________________________________________________

7. _________________________________________________________________

8. _________________________________________________________________

9. _________________________________________________________________

10. _________________________________________________________________
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PASSAGE MASTER
HANDOUT

Name _____________________________________ Datel _____________________
Group ____________________________________ Classl ____________________
Author ___________________  Book/Story ________________________________
Assignment: pp. _____ to _____

Passage Master: Your job is to locate at least four special sections of the read-
ing that you think your group ought to read aloud and focus its discussion on.
Your job is to help your group focus on two or three interesting, powerful,
funny, puzzling, or important passages of the story. You decide which passages
or paragraphs are worth hearing and then make a note on how to share them.
(You can read passages aloud yourself or ask someone else to read them. After
the oral reading, ask each member of the group a question about the passage.

Location Reason(s) or choosing this passage

1. Page ___
Paragraph ______________________________________________________

2. Page ___
Paragraph ______________________________________________________

3. Page ___
Paragraph ______________________________________________________

4. Page ___
Paragraph ______________________________________________________

Possible reasons for picking a passage to share with your group:

Important Informative Surprising Controversial

Funny Well-written Confusing Memorable

Touching It is so true It is so difficult Thought-provoking
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CONNECTOR
HANDOUT

Name _____________________________________ Datel _____________________
Group ____________________________________ Classl ____________________
Author ___________________  Book/Story ________________________________
Assignment: pp. _____ to _____

Connector: Your job is to find connections between the book your group is
reading and the world outside. List below at least four questions of evaluation
which connect the reading to your own life, to happenings at school or in the
community, to similar events at other times and places, to other people or to
problems that you are reminded of. You may also see connections between this
book or to others on the same topic or by the same author. Whatever connec-
tions you make with the reading based on your own experience or values is
what you ought to share with your group.

Questions of evaluation based on personal experience:

1. _________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________

Questions of evaluation based on personal values:

3. _________________________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________________________
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WORDSMITH
HANDOUT

Name _____________________________________ Datel _____________________
Group ____________________________________ Classl ____________________
Author ___________________  Book/Story ________________________________
Assignment: pp. _____ to _____

Vocabulary enricher: Your job is to put your finger on at least five especially
important words in today’s reading. If you find words that are puzzling or
unfamiliar, mark them while you are reading and then later jot down their def-
inition, either from a dictionary or some other source. You may also select
familiar words that stand out somehow in the reading—words that are
repeated often, used in an unusual way, or are key to the meaning of the story.
Mark these special words and bring them up during your group discussion
whenever they seem related.

Page and
paragraph Word Definition

1. __________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________________

4. __________________________________________________________________

5. __________________________________________________________________

6. __________________________________________________________________

7. __________________________________________________________________

8. __________________________________________________________________
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MOVIE CRITIC
HANDOUT

Name _____________________________________ Datel _____________________
Group ____________________________________ Classl ____________________
Author ___________________  Book/Story ________________________________
Movie: ______________________________________________________________

The Movie Critic’s (optional) role is to develop a list of least five important
differences between the movie and the original story. The discussion will
focus on whether these changes improve or distort the author’s story. In short,
would the author agree with these changes? If so, why? If not, why not? Each
difference must be written out as a question that mentions both the movie and
the story. For example, “Unlike the novel, why does the movie make the role of
Mr. Alfred so much bigger?”

1. __________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________

3. __________________________________________________________________

4. __________________________________________________________________

5. __________________________________________________________________

6. __________________________________________________________________
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THREE KINDS OF QUESTIONS

LESSON PLAN 2

1. Focus: What questions do you have about Aesop’s fable, “The
Fox and the Crow”? (List on the ovehead projector or
blackboard at least six questions without comment.)

2. Objective: To understand by identifying the three types of ques-
tions that can be asked about a reading.

3. Purpose: To prepare the Discussion Leader and the Connector for
their roles in discussion.

4. Input and
4. Modeling:

Review handout on the three kinds of questions. Com-
plete with examples on the overhead. Have students
copy examples on their copies. First reading (oral) of
“The Fox and the Crow” by Aesop and then James
Thurber’s version.

Second reading (silent): make notations on whatever is
important, whatever you don’t understand, whatever
you like or dislike, agree or disagree with, or whatever is
related—one fable to the other. NOTE: Handouts follow
marked (H)

5. Checking for 
5. understanding:

Review definitions of the three kinds of questions.
Review directions for practice exercise (handout).

6. Guided practice: Review quiz on the two fables with entire class. 

7. Closure: Return to the list of questions that students raised the
Aesop fable. Point out which questions had but one
answer (factual), could be answered more than one way
based on the evidence (interpretive), and those that
were about personal experience or values (evaluation).

RESOURCES: Aesop’s Fables Online Collection:
http://www.pacificnet.net/~johnr/aesop/

ArtsEdge: Comparing & Contrasting Fables
http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/content/2229/
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“THE FOX AND THE CROW”
HANDOUT

Aesop

A Crow stole a piece of cheese, and in order to eat it flew into a high tree. A
Fox saw this, so went and sat under the tree, and began to compliment the
Crow on her beauty.

“I never noticed before what a delicate white your feathers are!” he
exclaimed, “and what a fine and graceful shape your body is. I do not doubt
that you have a fairly good voice, but if it is anything like your appearance, I
don’t know any bird that can compete with you!”

The Crow, flattered by all these compliments, strutted about and preened
herself, but feeling that the Fox was a little doubtful of her voice, decided to
reassure him as to its beauty, and opened her mouth to sing, dropping the
cheese in the process.

This, of course, was what the Fox wanted, so he snapped up the cheese and
ran off, laughing at the stupidity of the Crow.

MORAL: Flatterers cannot be trusted. 

“THE FOX AND THE CROW”
James Thurber

A crow, perched in a tree with a piece of cheese in his beak, attracted the
eye and nose of a fox. “If you can sing as prettily as you sit,” said the fox, “then
you are the prettiest singer within my scent and sight.” The fox had read some-
where, and somewhere, and somewhere else, that praising the voice of a crow
with cheese in his beak would make him drop the cheese and sing. But this did
not happen to this crow in this particular case.

They say you are sly and they say you are crazy,” said the crow, having
carefully removed the cheese from his beak with the claws on one foot, “but
you must be nearsighted as well. Warblers wear gray hats and colored jackets
and bright vests, and they are a dollar a hundred. I wear black and I am
unique.” He began nibbling the cheese, dropping not a single crumb.

“I am sure you are,” said the fox, who was neither crazy nor nearsighted,
but sly. “I recognize you now that I look more closely, as the most famed and
talented of all birds, and while I would be pleased to hear you tell about your-
self, I am hungry and must go.”

“Tarry awhile,” said the crow quickly, “and share my lunch with me.”
Where-upon he tossed the cunning fox the lion’s share of the cheese, and then
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began to tell about himself. “A ship that sails without a crow’s nest sails to
doom,” he said. “Bars may come and bars may go, but crowbars last forever. I
am the pioneer of flight; I am the map maker. Last but never least, my flight is
known to scientists and engineers, geometrists and scholars, as the shortest
distance between two points. Any two points,” he concluded arrogantly.

“Oh, every two points, I am sure,” said the fox. “And thank you for the
lion’s share of what I know you could not spare.” And with this he trotted
away into the woods, his appetite appeased, leaving the hungry crow perched
forlornly in the tree.

MORAL: ’Twas true in Aesop’s time, and LaFontaine’s, and now—no one else can
praise thee quite so well as thou.

THREE KINDS OF QUESTIONS

“What does it say? What does it mean? Is it true?
Mortimer Adler

When did you first realize the importance of the kinds of questions that
you ask your students? Was it when you were puzzled about why some ques-
tions fell flat while others provoked immediate response? Was it when you
suddenly realized your questions were not clear? Was it when you knew that
you placed too much emphasis on factual or memory questions? Was it when
you got into “bull sessions” as a consequence of emphasizing evaluative ques-
tions? Whatever the moment of insight, few teachers would deny the impor-
tance of writing and asking good questions. On the other hand, my experience
has been that while teachers recognize that questioning is an art, they also too
often are at a loss not only about how to write good discussion questions but
also about how to sustain them in discussion. 

Mortimer Adler, the eminent American philosopher and education reform
leader, first formulated the three kinds of questions in A Guide for Leaders of
Great Books Discussion Groups (1948). He asked: “(1) What does the author say?
(2) What does he mean? (3) Is it true; does it have relevance to you here today?
Fact, Interpretation, Evaluation--these are the three levels of questions” (p. 8). In
1956, Benjamin Bloom edited a Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Cognitive
Domain which classified eight educational objectives that used examples of
questions for each kind of thinking: knowledge (memory), comprehension,
translation, interpretation, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

But do teachers need eight kinds of questions? Not in my experience. Too
often have I been in workshops where teachers get into vigorous and pointless
arguments about identifying types of questions. Bloom’s work has its value for
developing standardized tests, but for classroom discussion, his added distinc-
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tions are not needed since it becomes evident in discussion that translation,
application, analysis, and synthesis can be put under the umbrella of interpre-
tation. Knowledge or memory questions are factual and evaluation is about
personal values and/or experience. In other words, classroom teachers do well
enough, as do most of my colleagues, to recognize the vital difference between
the purpose of each type of question: to check for recall (factual)?; to check for
understanding (interpretation)?; or to check for personal relevance and appli-
cation (evaluation)?

Here is how I explain and illustrate the three kinds of questions for my stu-
dents (see handout).
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THREE KINDS OF QUESTIONS
HANDOUT

1. FACTUAL: A factual question has but one correct answer. It asks the
reader to recall something that the author said or to read a passage
from the text where an answer can be found. Its answer depends more
on memory than thinking.

For example: Is Thurber’s crow black or white?

Note: Sometimes a factual question does require some thinking to
answer correctly but it is still factual because only one answer is possi-
ble based on a careful reading of the text.

For example: Does the crow think he’s superior to other birds?

2. INTERPRETATION: An interpretive question has more than one cor-
rect answer because a difference of opinion about meaning is possible.
It asks the reader to explain what the author means by what is said. The
answer depends more on thinking than on memory or recall.

For example: Why does the crow think he is unique when crows are as
common as pigeons?

3. EVALUATION: An evaluative question asks one to think about his or
her own values or experiences. Such questions sometimes ask a reader
to consider how he or she would act in a situation similar to one a char-
acter in the story finds himself of if he or she has had a similar experi-
ence. 

For example: (common experience): 

Do you like to talk about your accomplishments?

For example: (values): 

Do you agree that we are all unique?

NOTE: The test for distinguishing between the three types of questions is to
begin answering the question itself for a half minute. If you begin talking
about the text, the question is factual or interpretive. If it has but one answer, it
is factual; if it can be answered in more than one way, if you have to explain your
answer, it is interpretive. If you begin to talk about your own experiences or val-
ues, if you go outside the text, it is evaluation.
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THREE KINDS OF QUESTIONS
HANDOUT

“THE FOX AND THE CROW”—EXERCISE 1

DIRECTIONS: First, answer each question briefly in the space beneath it. Sec-
ond, at the left, identify the type of each question: print FACT for factual, INT
for interpretation, and EVAL for evaluation.

1. Why is the crow white in Aesop but black in Thurber’s fable?

2. Does Thurber’s fox know about the Aesop fable?

3. How does crow insult the fox in Thurber’s fable?

4. Are girls more easily taken in by “sweet talk” than boys?

5. How does the Fox trick the crow into giving him the cheese in
Thurber’s fable?

6. Why does Thurber change the moral of the fable from not trusting
flattery to “No one flatters thee quite so well as thou”?

7. Is self praise more harmful than false praise from others?

8. Does the crow get the cheese in Aesop in the same way as he does in
Thurber’s fable?

9. Is the crow male in Aesop?

10. Do boys like to brag more than girls?

11. Why is the crow female in Aesop but male in Thurber?

12. Why does Thurber repeat the word “somewhere” three times in the
third sentence? 
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QUALITIES OF GOOD QUESTIONS AND BASIC QUESTIONS

LESSON PLAN 3

QUALITIES OF GOOD DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

As a teacher, you must have been puzzled at times about why some ques-
tions in class fall flat while others evoke immediate response. While student
inattention and unwillingness to think may explain some of the lack of
response, we must also look at the quality of the questions that we ask. Some
questions are so general or unclear that no one could hope for a reasonable
response. In short, those questions that evoke next to no response, may lack
one of the important qualities of good prepared discussion questions while
those that generate ideas for discussion may have all the necessary qualities.
Here is how I explain and illustrate the six characteristics of good discussion
questions (handout):

1. Focus: Why do some questions elicit immediate response and
even controversy while others fall flat or meet with apathy
or indifference? (Brief discussion or journal topic.)

2. Objective: To illustrate, identify, and write good discussion questions
that are clear, specific, interpretive, answerable, and, most
importantly, are real questions, questions that have the vital
element of doubt about the answer.

3. Purpose: � To increase our mutual understanding (comprehension)
and, as a result, our enjoyment of the reading.

� To develop the habit of independent and critical think-
ing.

4. Input: Review Six Qualities of Good Discussion Questions (H).

5. Modeling
checking, and 
guided
practice:

Have students complete (in pairs or individually) Exercise
2 on Qualities of Good Questions. Review as a class what is
good about or lacking in each question. A good question
will elicit at least two different, plausible answers based on
the text.

6. Closure: Review on the OH examples of good student questions
that have been revised (previous assignment). Discuss
briefly each question to elicit at least two different plausi-
ble answers. Ask for supporting textual evidence for each
answer.
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A CHECKLIST ON THE QUALITIES OF
GOOD DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

HANDOUT

1. CLARITY: A clear question says what it means so that no one has to
guess what the questioner has in mind. A question that is not clear is
like asking someone to find something but not telling him/her what to
look for. If the question has to be explained or if it cannot be rephrased, it is not
clear. In short, the effort in discussion should be expended on trying to
solve the problem, not in trying to figure out the question!

2. INTERPRETIVE: Since the primary aim of small-group discussion is
to increase the coleader’s and the group’s understanding of the read-
ing, we focus on questions of interpretation. Factual questions do not
generate discussion since they have but one correct answer while ques-
tions of evaluation can be answered without even having read the
story.

3. SPECIFIC: A good discussion question must be specific, that is, tailor-
made so that it could be asked only of one reading and not of another.
This is not a matter of being picky or merely naming a character but a
matter of being precise, that is, of pinpointing a problem about meaning.

4. DOUBT: There must be doubt in the mind of the person who formu-
lated the question for it to function in discussion. Without the vital ele-
ment of doubt about the answer to the question, there can be no
increase in understanding or insight. A question has the element of
doubt either when the questioner can think of no answer at all or, as is
the case more commonly, when the questioner can think of more than
one answer but none fully satisfactory. In this case, doubt is a matter of
degree; it is not complete. Examples: According to Vonnegust, is the
desire to excel as strong as the tendency to mediocrity? (In his “Harri-
son Bergeron” evidence abounds that supports a yes as well as a no.
Hence it is wrong to tell students that “yes and no questions are bad.”)
Another example: Robert Frost’s “The Road Not Taken,” raises this
issue: Has the choice of the less traveled road been for better or worse?
(Again, sufficient evidence in the poem makes yes as plausible as no.)

5. CARE or CONCERN about the answer. The coleaders must ask ques-
tions that interest them, NOT what they think might interest someone
else. This personal quality adds an intensity to a discussion that is lost
without it. 
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QUALITIES OF GOOD DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
HANDOUT

“THE FOX AND THE CROW”—EXERCISE 2

Directions: At the left of each question, mark GOOD if it has the qualities of a
good discussion question. If the question lacks one of the needed qualities,
mark it:

NC if the question is NOT CLEAR
NS if the question is NOT SPECIFIC and could bed asked of any story.
LD for LACKS DOUBT because it cannot be answered in more than one way.
FACT for FACTUAL and cannot be discussed.
EVAL for EVALUATION that could be answered without reading the fables.

1. What is the main point of each fable?

2. What do you do when other kids put you down?

3. What is the relationship between the fox and the crow? 

4. Is the crow in Thurber’s fable aware that his praise of himself is
funny?

5. Is Thurber using the fox and the crow?

6. What are Aesop and Thurber saying about life?

7. Where does Thurber’s fable really take place?

8. Is Thurber’s crow more of a jerk than Aesop’s fox?

9. Does the crow in Thurber’s fable regard himself superior to other
birds?

10. What is the meaning of Thurber’s moral?

11. In Thurber’s moral, why does he use old word like “thee” and
“thou”?

12. In Thurber’s fable, why does the crow give his cheese to the fox?

13. In his fable, why does Aesop want us to know that the crow had sto-
len the cheese?

14. In Aesop, why is the crow more concerned about her voice than her
good figure?

15. What does the moral of Aesop’s fable mean?
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A NOTE ON BASIC INTERPRETIVE QUESTIONS

After students have conducted several discussions, they sometimes notice,
sooner or later that some interpretive questions require you to look at many
lines and passages of a reading and give rise to a number of other related ques-
tions about the author’s meaning. Those interpretive questions that consis-
tently lead to sustained discussion (about 20 to 30 minutes per question) are
basic questions. Consider the difference between these two questions on “The
Fox and the Crow” by James Thurber: (1) Why does the crow think he is
unique and (2) Why does Thurber change the moral of the fable from not trust-
ing flatterers to “No one flatters thee quite so well as thou”? Both questions are
interpretive but the second is basic. The first question is fairly ease to resolve.
You could find a satisfactory answer by pointing out that the crow is able to do
many distinctive things or that he’s so provincial that he’s familiar only with
his little world. Someone else could point out that he doesn’t know what
unique means—that he may think it means only someone special. On the
other hand, the second question will evoke many more answers because it has
more implications. Another example: In Because of Winn-Dixie, Opal, the 10-
year-old narrator, hopes for the return of her mother (who had abandoned her
at 3) 26 times. So many references lead to this basic question: How does Opal
finally learn to accept the truth that her mother will never return? In short, stu-
dents should be taught the difference between basic and minor interpretive
questions to ensure more productive and satisfying discussions.
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ON BASIC AND MINOR INTERPRETIVE QUESTIONS
HANDOUT

“THE FOX AND THE CROW”—EXERCISE 3

Directions: Which of the questions below are basic and which are minor? At
the left, mark B if the question is Basic and M if you think it is Minor.

1. Why does Thurber make his crow black and male?

2. Why does Thurber want us to know that both the fox and the crow
are familiar with Aesop’s fable?

3. Unlike the Aesop fable, why does Thurber have the crow give his
cheese to the fox?

4. Is Thurber’s crow aware that he is being funny and insulting?

5. Why does the fox in Thurber ignore the insults of the crow?

6. Why does the fox in Thurber quickly agree with everything that the
crow says about himself?

7. In Aesop why does the fox refer to the crow’s stupidity while
Thurber describes him as arrogant?

8. Does Thurber imply that self-praise is more harmful than false praise
from others?

9. Does the crow intend to insult the fox by telling him he’s crazy and
nearsighted?

10. After the fox in Thurber gets the cheese, why does he thank the crow
as he leaves?

11. Is the crow joking when he talks about bars and crowbars?

12. Why does Thurber change the moral of Aesop’s fable about not
trusting flatterers to “No one can praise thee quite so well as thou”?
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ANSWER KEYS

EXERCISE 1:
THREE KINDS OF QUESTIONS

1. INT: You have to figure out the answer for yourself. You cannot look it
up in the fable. There are at least two plausible answers to this question
based on the story? Can you think of at least one?

2. FACT: Yes, the narrator tells us that the fox had read somewhere that
praising the crow’s voice would make him drop the cheese.

3. FACT: He says he is crazy as well as nearsighted.

4. EVAL: The answer is a matter of opinion based on personal experience.

5. FACT: He pretends that he is hungry and has to leave.

6. INT: This is a basic question of interpretation that has a variety of plau-
sible answers because it has several implications. What would be your
answer based on the story?

7. EVAL: The answer is a matter of opinion based on personal values.

8. FACT: No. In Aesop the crow drops the cheese when it begins to sing
but in Thurber the crow gives his cheese to the fox.

9. INT: No. It is female. In the second sentence the fox speaks of “her
beauty.”

10. EVAL: See answer to question four.

11. INT: See answer to question one.

12. INT: See answer to question one.

EXERCISE 2:
QUALITIES OF GOOD QUESTIONS

1. NS, not specific, because this question can be asked of any story. It is
not a problem about meaning.

2. EVAL, evaluation, answer is based on personal experience.

3. NS, not specific, can be asked about any two characters in any story.
Why do you want to know about their relationship? For example: Do
you want to know why the fox ignores the insults of the crow and
agrees with everything he says?

4. GOOD, evidence in the fable makes yes as plausible as no.

5. NC, not clear, what does “using” mean? It would have to be explained.

6. NS, no specific. See question 1 comment.
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7. NC, not clear, what does “really” mean? An explanation is needed.

8. NC, not clear again. The slang word, “jerk” would have to be explained.

9. LD, lacks doubt. All the evidence points to yes and there is nothing to
make no plausible. Better question: Why does the crow think he is
unique when crows are as common as pigeons?

10. GOOD in the sense of satisfactory.

11. GOOD because this question is more specific than 10.

12. LD, lacks doubt. The crow wants the fox to stay and listen to him talk
about himself. Better question: Why does the fox thank the crow for
giving him his cheese?

13. GOOD interpretive question.

14. GOOD interpretive question.

15. LD, lacks doubt. The moral means what it says—”Flatterers cannot be
trusted.” Better question: Why does Aesop say flatterers “cannot be”
rather than “ought not” be trusted?

EXERCISE 3:
ON BASIC AND MINOR INTERPRETIVE QUESTIONS

Questions 4, 8, and 12 are basic because they have multiple implications and
would sustain discussion for at least twenty minutes.

Questions 1-3, 5, 6, 7. and 9-11 are minor because they likely have no more
than two plausible answers.

Questions 2, 9, and 11 are related (prepared) follow-up questions to basic ques-
tion 4 about whether the crow knows he is being funny and insulting.

Questions 5, 6 and 10 are related (prepared) follow-up questions to basic ques-
tion 8 about whether self praise is more harmful than false praise from others.

Questions 1, 3, and 7 are related (prepared) follow-up questions to basic ques-
tion 12 about why Thurber changes the moral of Aesop’s fable.
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BETHGELERT
HANDOUT

William Spencer

Prince Llewelyn had a favorite greyhound named Gellert that had been
given to him by his father-in-law, King John. He was as gentle as a lamb at
home, but a lion in the chase. One day, Llewelyn went to the chase and blew
his horn in front of his castle. All his other dogs came to the call, but Gellert
never answered it. So he blew a louder blast on his horn and called Gellert by
name, but still the greyhound did not come. At last, Prince Llewelyn could
wait no longer and went off to the hunt without Gellert. He had little sport
that day because Gellert was not there, the swiftest and boldest of his hounds.

He turned back in a rage to his castle, and as he came to the gate, who
should he see but Gellert come bounding out to meet him. But when the
hound came near him, the Prince was startled to see that his lips and fangs
were dripping with blood. Llewelyn started back and the greyhound crouched
down at his feet as if surprised or afraid at the way his master greeted him.

Now Prince Llewelyn had a little son a year old with whom Gellert used to
play, and a terrible thought crossed the Prince’s mind that made him rush
towards the child’s nursery. And the nearer he came, the more blood and dis-
order he found about the room. He rushed into it and found the child’s cradle
overturned and daubed with blood.

Prince Llewelyn grew more and more terrified, and sought for his little son
everywhere. He could find him nowhere but only signs of some terrible con-
flict in which much blood had been shed. At last he felt sure the dog had
destroyed his child, and shouting to Gellert, “Monster, thou hast devoured my
child,” he drew out his sword and plunged it into the greyhound’s side, who
fell with a deep yelp and still gazing in his master’s eyes.

As Gellert raised his dying cry, a little child’s cry answered it from beneath
the cradle, and there Llewelyn found his child unharmed and just awakened
from sleep. But just beside him lay the body of a great gaunt wolf all torn to
pieces and covered with blood. Too late, Llewelyn learned what had happened
whiled he was away. Gellert had stayed behind to guard the child and had
fought and slain the wolf that had tried to destroy Llewelyn’s heir.

In vain was all Llewelyn’s grief; he could not bring his faithful dog to life
again. So he buried him outside the castle walls within sight of the great
mountain of Snowdon, where every passer-by might see his grave, and raised
over it a great cairn of stones. And to this day, the place is called, Beth Gellert,
or the Grave of Gellert, and men say, “I repent me as much as the man that slew his
greyhound” (Spencer, 1998, p. 1811). 


